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same person) , the men are called fathers and patrons of the cityr
thus precluding an identification of those two terns.

4. Possible Mon-Jewish Parallels

A brief survey of the title in the Graeco-Roman world may
be useful for ascertaining a ©ore exact meaning• However, the
range of uses, being quite broad, yields a somewhat confusing
picture. We find everything from the title of a Roman e»perorf

79
father of his country (pjtter p&fc.£.î ) to a priestess of Venus

80

being addressed as mother (jsajbfil) • ^n® also finds mothers and
fathers of various sorts of guilds (collegia) and of cultic
clubs, especially of oriental cults* While it could be that the
mothers and fathers were patrons of the professional guilds the
evidence from cultic clubs seems to point to cultic leaders of
some sort*

For our question, the cultic clubs will yield the most
valuable material for comparison* The most obvious parallel
comes from the cult of Mithras, where jsjfcej; was the highest of
the seven, grades through, which a person could pass* It seeits
that the lower ordersr such as Lions, could have a B§,fe,c at their
head, and that the p&frres couli have a £&fcfiX over them, who
would be called pftfr&E .̂ j&feruai/pâ lr.._ paterftn» Pp in abbreviated
form. One is immediately reminded of the gftlx_,, pattlln fron
Venosa (CII 619b) and of Cll 607, 610, and 614, where the
abbreviation if occurs* The Hithraic parallels are a further
confirmation that P? equals pater....patrum* While we have no
evidence that Judaism had anything like the seven, grades of
Mithraism, the exact concurrence of titles is striking and one
should not exclude lithraic influence here, faltf paferjiau even
when, taken out of the -ftithraic context of seven grades, could
still signify a high office* Mother and father were also used in
other cults, several inscriptions from which make clear that a
simple identification of mother/father with pqfrrona/ttB is
inappropriate.. Thus, the evidence indicates that mothers and
fathers in the professional clubs may have had a different role
from those in the cultic clubs. While the evidence from
Mithraisii must be seen in light of the ftithraic ranking system,
which Judaism did not have, it is nevertheless a help for usr for
it indicates the leading role a ̂ M £ played, as a member of the

highest rank or as a j^alygx over another ranlc or as ĵ aJLfiX ewer the
Of

highest rank, that is as pater patrum.
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72 Women Leaders in the Synagogue

There is solid evidence that women bore the title mother of

the synagoguer or variations thereofr in inscriptions that nay

represent a span of sin centuries* The sin inscriptions

discussed ar# all from Italy. Th.es© inscriptions cannot be seen

as freaks of history, nor can they be cavalierly dismissed as

purely honorific titles. Given the fragmentary nature of our

evidencer we should assume that the sin women discussed were not

the only vomen to have borne this title. The fifth-century (?)

anti*"Jewish p o l e m i c ? |ie, Altgx,g^t,4,jQflgL;,,..:lgc^ejg%a,i*_ et; .^ynagQ,ga.ef
bears witness that non-Jews were also familiar with this

phenomenon. While we cannot exactly define the function of a

mother/father of the synagogue? all indications are that it had

something to do with the administration of the synagogue* Family

ties seem in certain instances to have played a role in a

person's selection to this officer so we- can assume that most

mothers/fathers were members of leading families*
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CHAPTER W

WOMEN" AS PRIESTS

A. ThfiL
fpg. gemale

there- exist three ancient Jewish inscriptions in which a

woman bears the title hk§:K§:kB/MiMKA.§SM* They range in age from

the first century B«C*E« through possibly the fourth century C.I..

and. were found in fell el~Yahudiyyeh in Lower Egypt, in Beth

She'arim in Galilee, and in lone.

Tell el-Yahudiyyeh

gll 1.5X4, (SBG 1, ,U9?31... n_Q.r 5741, Rectangular stele, 45 cm in
height, 22 cm in breadth, with an indented space ruled for the
inscription* but without architectural decoration.

p
2 i£pioa xP*

naxfi rca-

at dXime K-
§ at

| Q &TCi)V V 1 .

L» 9; read Xuud3avxoc Yf KaCoapoc.

0 Marin, priest* food and a friend to all* causing pain to no
one and friendly to your neighbors* farewellI (She died at
the age of) approximately fifty years* in the third year of
Caesar (Augustus)* on the thirteenth day of Payni (« June 19
28 B.C.B.),

€• C. Edgar, who first published the inscription, in 1922* thought

that 211IH was "the na»e of Marion's father; whether it is an

indeclinable noun or whether this is a genitive in -a I do not

know.11 Bdgar thus thought that Marion1 s father's name was

|:er:ipas or .fe£i,ii. This rather strange interpretation of a not

uncomion Greek noun was corrected the following year by Hans

Lietznann, who recognized it to be lueris*(§).,&* "priestess*
2 i

IMXI&M^MIAM} • the name Marin is a form of Marion and also-

occurs in other Greek inscriptions,

this is one of eighty Jewish inscriptions found in a Jewish

necropolis, in Tell el-Yahudiyyeh* * Many of the inscriptions are

dated; CII 1466, 1492, 1493, 1498 are also from the tine- of
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